Challenge

Wellbeing

Exciting

Creative

Active

Nurture

What are the similarities and differences in crime
and punishment throughout history and has
modern life changed this?

We can we identify
qualities to promote
our own and others
well-being

We can identify why
heroes and villains
can be so exciting
and inspiring.

Identify materials
that can produce a
high quality mixed
media piece of
artwork.

We can make

We can nurture
qualities to be
effective and

Literacy

Maths

Science

As aspiring readers and writers
we will;

As aspiring mathematicians, we
will;

As aspiring scientists, we will;

Reading – use VIPERS on HOLES and
other text types. Use
comprehension Ninja to support
questions
Week 1
LTE – The Knight – explore the skills
of intention and consequences.
Bridging to discuss how the
characters are portrayed
Introduction to, the Highwayman,
Vocabulary and figurative
language
Week 2
Using the poem – build the case for
and against the Highwayman as a
villain. Draw plans with evidence.
Discuss the toolkit for discussion text.
Write the discussion text.
Edit and improve. Final draft.
Week 3
Write out stanzas exploring
language and creating a visual
representation of the key words.
Rehearsing, performing and
recording the Highwayman.
Week 4
Using knowledge of the Holes text –
write a letter to the authorities
about the condition at Camp
Green Lake.
Discuss toolkit for a formal letter.
Discuss content and sequencing
Write first draft – edit and improve
Week 5
Final draft if needed

Week 1
Pie charts
Calculating the mean average
Describe positions on full
coordinate grid
Draw and translate simple
shapes
Compare and classify
geometric shapes/Illustrate and
name parts of circles
Recognise angles at a point,
straight line, vertically opposite
and missing angles
Week 2
Converting units of measure
(including time)
Imperial and metric
Miles and kilometres
Week 3
SATS Week
Reflection and translation of
shapes
Geometry
Draw 2D shapes /Build 3D
shapes including making nets
Week 4
Converting units of measure
(including time)
Imperial and metric
Miles and kilometres
















Animals including Humans
(Year 6 objective)
Healthy lifestyle. Explore the
importance of a balanced
diet and what this looks like.
Include sleep, hygiene,
personal care etc. Include
influences such as drugs
and alcohol.
The circulatory system and
the heart. Include the range
of blood vessels and how
the heart and lungs work to
transport blood around the
body. Dramatic
representation to
demonstrate the working of
the circulatory system.
Composition of the blood –
what the different elements
do and how they work as a
unit. Blood types. Make
blood smoothies.
Transportation of oxygen
and nutrients by osmosis
and diffusion. Skittles and
snakes experiment.

proactive decisions
about lifestyle
choices that affect
our bodies.

positive members of
our community.

History
Geography
As aspiring geographers, we will;

As aspiring historians, we will;


No geography unit this term










Final exploding book
project to document
learning about the heart
and circulatory system

Composite

Impact

Impact

Discussion Text with persuasive
language. Performance of a stanza
of the poem. Formal persuasive
letter

Applying reasoning and problem
solving to all mentioned area of
mathematics. SATS preparation and
extending mental maths skills

Identify the importance of a healthy
lifestyle and the circulatory system.
Produce a final exploding book to
document the learning journey.

Explore pre-knowledge of
crime and punishments.
Create a timeline. Discuss
Anglo Saxon crime and
punishments.
Include an investigation
into the case of Charlotte
Dymond on Bodmin Moor
to enable the class to
become detectives.
Discussion about crimes
in Stuart/Georgian period
– focus on highway
robbery and why it
evolved in this period.
Case study of Dick Turpin
Victorian developments
in punishments. Prison
and transportation for
lesser crimes. Evolution of
first police force.
Twentieth century crime
and punishment –
examples in WWI and
WWII.
Modern crime and
punishment including
hate crime, cyber-crime
and punishments.

Impact
An understanding of how crime
and punishment has changed
through history, produce a final
double page spread.

Challenge

What are the similarities and differences in crime
and punishment throughout history and has
modern life changed this?

Wellbeing

Exciting

Creative

Active

Nurture

We can we identify
qualities to promote
our own and others
well-being

We can identify why
heroes and villains

Identify materials
that can produce a
high quality mixed
media piece of
artwork.

We can make
proactive decisions
about lifestyle
choices that affect

We can nurture
qualities to be
effective and
positive members of

our bodies.

our community.

can be so exciting
and inspiring.

RE

PHSE

Computing

Music

Art and DT

PE

As aspiring theologians,
we will;

As aspiring citizens, we will;

As aspiring programmers,
we will:

As aspiring musicians, we
will;

As aspiring artists and
designers we will;

As aspiring athletes, we
will;









Investigate the
beliefs of Hindus
Investigate where
they worship
Explore what life is
like for Hindus in
Britain, including
family and
communities
Explore British Hindu
family life and
practise
How does the
beliefs of Hindus
impact on the lives
of British Hindus.











Smoking – what is
normal?
Would you risk it?
Consider what the
risks are for smoking
and vaping.
Drugs – true/false –
explore what we
know about
different types of
drugs (legal and
illegal)
Getting fit –
exploring drug and
alcohol use
It all adds up –
human body facts







Use their own blogs
and write more
detailed comments
and posts on the
class blogs.
Use Canva to create
an infographic on
aspects of science –
role of the blood
and/or healthy
lifestyles.
Use online resources
to research and
build digital profiles
for art and science.








Learn to read
music notation
and use it to
interpret music
Play notes and
rhythms to
interpret music
pieces.
Annotate a piece
of music using
rhythms and
creative
expression.









Impact

Impact

Understanding of the
impact of branches of
Christianity on Cornwall’s
spiritual character.

Understand how to care
for each other and
ourselves both mentally
and physically

Discuss mixed
media and
collage. Clarify
vocabulary and
techniques. What
would we need to
include if we are
designing a
picture around a
lizard.
Mood board on
Canva or in art
books to build
ideas for design
and collaging.
Create a
background using
paint and select
materials.
Sketch out design
to be completed
with mixed media.
Final design to be
built up in layers
using materials for
collaging and
mixed media.

Impact

Impact

Develop blogging skills and
use online resources for
creating an infographic
and a mood board.

Create a mixed media
piece of artwork linked
to the lizards in Holes.

Impact
No focus this half term

Week 1 – Tennis
Serve and return
Rallying
Points
Solo, Pairs skills
Week 2 – Tennis
Serve and return
Rallying
Points
Solo, Pairs skills
Week 3 – Tennis
Serve and return
Rallying
Points
Solo, Pairs skills
Week 4 – Tennis
Serve and return
Rallying
Points
Solo, Pairs skills
Week 5 - Tennis
Serve and return
Rallying
Points
Mini tennis tournament

Impact
Improved fitness and body
awareness as well as
refined teamwork skills.

